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Abstract. Regionally intensive human activities related to resource extraction (i.e., harvesting, oil and gas extraction) are

increasing the occurrence of edges found in some forested landscapes. Edges between different land cover types represent

important transition zones for abiotic and biotic processes. However, boundary detection methods often identify edges

solely in areas of high contrast, such as transitions between forest and non-forest areas, and are insensitive to the relative

contrast and orientation of different transitions. Edge contrast and orientation can determine the magnitude and even the

occurrence of ecological edge effects and should be measured to provide information on landscape condition and habitat

potential. Wombling was applied to the wetness component of a tasselled cap transformation (TCT) of a Landsat scene

acquired over a portion of the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta, Canada. By incorporating wombled

edge contrast and orientation, and edge class transition type obtained from a land cover dataset, the nature of all

transitions between land cover classes within the image was characterized and quantified. The consistency between edges

identified by wombling and other common methods of edge delineation (such as spatial clustering) and methods of edge

quantification (such as landscape pattern indices, or LPIs) was also assessed. Land cover transitions showed a broad

range of edge contrast. Comparisons of edge contrast and the LPI edge density showed a positive correlation (r2 5 0.33);

however, the strength of this relationship varied with the dominant land cover type (e.g., r2 5 0.016 for broadleaf open

forest to r2 5 0.48 for dense coniferous forest). Stratifying edge contrast to higher values (i.e., .1 standard deviation)

increased agreement with edge density, indicating that the LPI is preferentially relating high contrast edges. This study

demonstrates how unique edge characteristics may be generated from a remotely sensed continuous variable (TCT

wetness). This knowledge of the location, magnitude, and class transitions found at edges provides insights into the nature

of the edge effects and enables the development and testing of hypotheses informing wildlife habitat use and selection.

Résumé. Les activités humaines intensives au plan régional associées à l’extraction des ressources naturelles (c.-à-d. les

coupes forestières et l’extraction de pétrole et de gaz) font augmenter la fréquence des contours rencontrés dans certains

paysages forestiers. Les contours entre les différents types de couvert représentent des zones de transition importantes

pour les processus abiotiques et biotiques. Cependant, les méthodes de détection de frontières ne permettent souvent

d’identifier des contours que dans des zones de fort contraste, comme les transitions entre les zones forestières et non

forestières, et celles-ci sont insensibles au contraste et à l’orientation relatifs des différentes transitions. Le contraste et

l’orientation des contours peuvent déterminer l’importance et même l’occurrence des effets de contour écologique et

devraient être mesurés pour fournir une information sur l’état du paysage et le potentiel des habitats. La technique

d’estimation de frontières par la méthode de Womble a été appliquée à la composante humidité de l’espace indiciel

transformé (tassseled cap transformation-TCT) d’une image Landsat acquise au-dessus d’une portion des versants est des

montagnes Rocheuses en Alberta, au Canada. En incorporant, d’une part, le contraste et l’orientation des contours

obtenus à l’aide de l’estimation de frontières par la méthode de Womble et, d’autre part, le type de transition de classe de

contour obtenu à partir de l’ensemble des données du couvert, il a été possible de caractériser et de quantifier la nature de

toutes les transitions entre les classes de couvert à l’intérieur de l’image. On a également évalué la cohérence entre les

contours identifiés à l’aide de l’estimation de frontières par la méthode de Womble et les autres méthodes conventionnelles

de délimitation de contours (comme le groupement spatial) et les méthodes de quantification de contours (comme les
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indices de patrons d’organisation spatiale du paysage, LPI). Les transitions du couvert ont affiché une grande diversité de

contrastes de contour. Des comparaisons entre le contraste de contour et la densité de contour LPI ont montré une

corrélation positive (r2 5 0,33); toutefois, l’intensité de cette relation variait avec le type de couvert dominant (p. ex., de

r2 5 0,016 pour les forêts claires de feuillus à r2 5 0,48 pour les forêts denses de conifères). La stratification du contraste

de contour à des valeurs plus élevées (c.-à-d. écart-type .1) a accru la concordance avec la densité de contour suggérant

que le LPI relie plutôt des contours de fort contraste. L’étude a démontré comment des caractéristiques inédites peuvent

être générées à partir d’une variable continue (humidité dérivée de TCT). Cette connaissance de la localisation, de

l’intensité et de la classe des transitions rencontrées à la limite des contours fournit des informations sur la nature des

effets de contour et permet de développer et de tester des hypothèses sur l’utilisation et la sélection des habitats fauniques.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]

Introduction

Edges, or the boundaries separating distinct habitat

patches (Ries et al., 2004), are inherent features of a

landscape and play an important role in ecosystem

dynamics (Fortin and Edwards, 2001). Edges are identified,

either qualitatively or quantitatively, as transitions between

spatially adjacent locations where a key variable (e.g.,

photosynthetically active radiation, vegetation structure,

community composition) shows high levels of contrast

(Fortin et al., 1996; 2000; Kotliar and Wiens, 1990).

Anthropogenic activities have increased the prevalence of

edges as a by-product of the increasing fragmentation of

habitats (Cadenasso et al., 2003a; Fagan et al., 1999; Fortin

and Edwards, 2001). Both the amount and types of edges in

a landscape are being altered by land cover – land use

changes (Fagan et al., 1999).

Alteration of edges across a landscape is of concern

because of the wide impacts of edges on local physical

characteristics, flora, and fauna. Edges can dramatically

affect species behaviour. For example, edges can act as

landmarks for individual animals determining home range

limits (Fortin and Edwards, 2001; Kent et al., 2006) or

influence the movement patterns of wildlife, such as the

flight selection of eastern bluebirds with preferential flight

paths parallel to forest edges (Levey et al., 2005). Species

abundances also change in relation to edges, although the

direction of the response is species specific (Malcolm, 1994;

Ries et al., 2004; Schultz and Crone, 2001). Organisms are

predicted to increase in abundance near an edge when able

to gain access to resources from adjacent habitats (Fletcher

et al., 2007; Rand et al., 2006). Grizzly bears, for example,

use edges between intermediate-aged harvest units and

forests because of the juxtaposition of rich food resources

within the regrowth of a harvested area and, potentially, the

security of the nearby forest (Nielsen et al., 2004a; 2004b).

This pattern is also seen in Alaska moose at forest–meadow

edges (Molvar and Bowyer, 1994). Other species require

core habitat (i.e., habitat that is not influenced by edge

effects) due to reduced quality of the adjacent habitat and

the habitat edge or to increased risk of predation or

parasitism at edges (Fagan et al., 1999; Paton, 1994).

To complement and augment knowledge of edge location,

both edge orientation and contrast help inform edge

characteristics, determining (i) whether or not an edge

effect occurs, (ii) the magnitude of the edge effect, and

(iii) the distance to which an edge modifies habitat

characteristics and species responses (Ries et al., 2004).

Edge contrast provides information regarding the dissim-

ilarity of neighbouring pixel values and determines edge

permeability to energy, material, and species (Cadenasso et

al., 2003b), for example, affecting forest regeneration

success via impacts on microclimate, seed dispersal, and

seed predation (López-Barrera et al., 2006; 2007). Edge

contrast has been shown to influence the abundance,

diversity, and species composition of ants (Dauber and

Wolters, 2004; Debuse et al., 2007), insects (Duelli et al.,

1990), amphibians (DeMaynadier and Hunter, 1998), and

birds (Reino et al., 2009). Edge contrast also influences

butterfly flight patterns; edge-sensitive species tend to avoid

edges, and edge-tolerant species react only to the strongest

edges (Ries and Debinski, 2001). As with edge effects in

general, the effects of edge contrast observed in the

aforementioned studies are largely species or functional-

group specific. Interestingly, the effects of edge contrast are

not always consistent with edginess or between different

habitat uses or response variables for a given species,

underscoring the importance of considering the contrast in

addition to the presence–absence of edges. Mule deer home

range size was found to be negatively affected by the density

of all edges but was positively related to mean edge contrast

within analysis units (Kie et al., 2002). Siberian flying

squirrels are more strongly associated with high-contrast

edges when moving than when nesting (Desrochers et al.,

2003). Marbled murrelets preferentially breed along high-

contrast edges but have greater breeding success on lower

contrast edges or within forest interiors (Malt and Lank,

2007; Zharikov et al., 2007).

Edge orientation has seen little scientific study, but it has

clear effects on microclimate (Chen et al., 1993), with

consequent impacts on the risk of biological invasion

(Honnay et al., 2002), windthrow (Mitchell et al., 2001),

moss growth (Hylander, 2005), butterfly energetics (Meyer

and Sisk, 2001), herb layer richness (Gignac and Dale,

2007), and epiphytic lichens (Johansson, 2008).

Edge contrast is often developed qualitatively, with

categorical class transition labels; semiquantitatively, with

subjectively assigned indexes; or with field measurements of

underlying variables, such as photosynthetically active

radiation. Edge orientation is also often assessed manually,
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either in the field or from land cover maps, and to our

knowledge has only been studied for high-contrast forest–

non-forest edges. To have a more thorough understanding

of edge effects, including the mediating influences of edge

contrast and orientation, and to rigorously include such

effects in landscape models, species distribution models, and

habitat selection functions, improved, automated methods

are needed to completely characterize edges spatially and

over broad extents.

Edges are typically detected through four distinct

methods, namely moving split window, spatial clustering,

wombling, and fuzzy set modeling (see Table 1 for further

descriptions). The two methods predominately used in

ecological edge detection are spatial clustering and wom-

bling. Spatial clustering forms homogeneous clusters (i.e.,

the patches of a land cover classification) in which

contiguity constraints may be applied (Fortin, 1994), with

edges extracted as transitions between clusters. As a result,

spatial clustering can only detect strong, contiguous

boundaries and is therefore more appropriate when

boundaries are abrupt (Fortin and Edwards, 2001). The

second method, wombling, calculates the magnitude of edge

contrast and edge orientation from the first partial

derivative of an environmental variable over the x and y

spatial dimensions of a 2 6 2 kernel moved across the

dataset. This creates continuous surfaces of edge contrast

and orientation; boundaries are then demarcated in

contiguous regions of high contrast and similar orientation

(Fortin, 1994; Fortin and Drapeau, 1995; Jacquez et al.,

2000). Wombling is well suited for detecting both strong and

gradual boundaries that are found between and within

landscape patches (Fortin and Edwards, 2001).

Alternatively, the edginess of a landscape may be

summarized over multipixel aggregates using a landscape

pattern index (LPI) (Hargis et al., 1998; Wulder et al.,

2008a). LPIs can be used to characterize the structural

characteristics of a landscape, providing important variables

for ecological studies (Wu, 2004). Edge density is an LPI

that characterizes the amount of edge in a landscape as the

total length of edge per unit area within each landscape.

Edge density has been used to examine changes in habitat

edge resulting from fragmentation (Hargis et al., 1998;

McGarigal and Marks, 1995). LPIs, such as edge density,

are useful metrics for measuring landscape-level fragmenta-

tion but are for a number of reasons limited in measuring

local fragmentation. First, data need to be classified, often

to a few categorical classes (e.g., forest–non-forest–other)

(Wulder et al., 2008a). This reduces the inherent heterogen-

eity of the data and leads to the simplification of complex

ecological phenomena. Second, LPIs are dependent on

scale, with the results being a function of both grain (spatial

resolution of source data) and extent (size of the unit over

which the metrics are computed). Although LPIs are useful

tools in the exploration of landscape fragmentation (Gergel,

2007), we hope to supplement this information through

local measures of edge contrast.

This study expands on traditional land cover map based

edge detection to analyze how edge contrast and orienta-

tion, as calculated through wombling, can provide addi-

tional information not readily available in spatial clustering

and LPIs. Wombling was adapted and applied to capture

important information contained within the less severe edge

transitions and transitions that may be ignored when data

are clustered or classified. These edges can be as important

Table 1. Summary of selected methods used to generate edges at grain scales.

Description Advantage Disadvantage Reference

Moving split window

A window, divided into two equal halves, is slid

along a transect; edges are located in areas of

maximum dissimilarity between halves

Relatively simple to

implement

Restricted to one-dimensional

transects and cannot be used

with spatial data

Jacquez et al., 2000

Spatial clustering

Groups samples into spatial clusters based on

similar characteristics in the variables;

boundaries are created as a by-product

between clusters

Completely divides the

study area into patches

Delineates only sharp

boundaries, which may not

accurately represent the study

area

Fortin and Drapeau,

1995; Jacquez et al.,

2000

Wombling

Kernel used to calculate magnitude of change

(often using first partial derivative) for a

sampling unit; boundaries are identified as the

areas with the highest rates of change (highest

slope values)

Determines a range of

boundary contrasts

Boundaries are often arbitrarily

determined to be the top 10%

of the available rates of change

Fortin and Drapeau,

1995; Jacquez et al.,

2000

Fuzzy set

Boundaries have an associated relative degree of

edge certainty

More natural and flexible

boundaries

Edges are represented as zones

as opposed to lines

Jacquez et al., 2000
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to microclimate and flora and fauna as the strong edges

detected by other methods (Schultz and Crone, 2001; Fagan

et al., 2003). Furthermore, wombling is the only existing

algorithm that provides objective and automated measures

of edge contrast and orientation, both important controls

of ecological edge effects. The goal of this study is to

characterize, quantify, and attribute the magnitude of edge

contrast and orientation of all transitions over a continuous

raster grid using wombling and to assess these products with

respect to conventionally derived edges and edge metrics.

Background

Wombling

Wombling was first proposed by Womble (1951) as a

method of measuring rates of change (termed contrast from

here on) across a regular lattice. A 2 6 2 kernel is moved

across the dataset, and a bilinear equation (Equation 1) is

created for the kernel to interpolate between the values at

the four corners (Za, Zb, Zc, and Zd). The x and y

coordinates are scaled to run from 0 to 1, and wombling

calculates edge contrast based on the slope (m) of the

bilinear function at x 5 y 5 0.5, and edge direction as the

orientation of that slope (h) (see Figure 1):

f x, yð Þ~Za 1{xð Þ 1{yð ÞzZb xð Þ 1{yð Þ

zZc xð Þ yð ÞzZd 1{xð Þ yð Þ
ð1Þ

The slope of the function is calculated from the partial deriva-

tives of the kernel’s bilinear function as shown in Equation (2),

and the angle calculation is shown in Equation (3):

m~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lf (x, y)

Lx

� �2

z
Lf (x, y)

Ly

� �2
s

ð2Þ

h~arctan
Lf x, yð Þ=Ly

Lf x, yð Þ=Lx

� �
zD ð3Þ

where D 5 0u if hf(x, y)/hx . 0 and D 5 180u if hf(x, y)/hy ,

0. The results of the wombling operation are two matrices,

one of edge contrast and one of edge direction over the

entire image. Both matrices represent the slope and

orientation at the centre of a cell with a resolution twice

that of the input lattice data, although the output resolution

is the same as the input resolution because an overlapping

moving window is used. However, the coordinates of the

output matrices have been shifted by half a pixel from those

of the original.

Discrete edges can be extracted from these continuous

wombling surfaces. Cells constituting boundaries are

referred to as boundary elements (Jacquez et al., 2000)

and are defined as collections of cells with high slope

magnitudes (i.e., high edge contrasts, typically in the upper

5th–10th percentile) in similar orientations (e.g., ¡30u)
(Barbujani et al., 1989; Fortin and Drapeau, 1995; Jacquez

et al., 2000). It is also possible to test the significance of

boundary elements using a binomial test (e.g., Crida and

Manel, 2007). However, this was not done here to allow

flexibility and the selection of boundary elements over a

range of edge contrasts. Lastly, the significance of the

spatial patterning of an entire landscape, as indicated by the

boundary elements identified, can be tested with subgraph

statistics and constrained randomization tests (Fortin,

1994). Since the goal of the present study is to spatially

describe all the edges in a landscape (and thus the

organization of that landscape) rather than to determine if

the landscape has nonrandom organization in general, such

metrics were not computed here.

Study area and data

Study area

The study area is located in west-central Alberta, Canada,

along the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains (53.1uN,

116.3uW; Figure 2). The ,34 000 km2 area supports a

diverse array of human activities, including national parks,

urban areas, managed forests, mining, and oil and gas

development (Linke et al., 2009). Elevation ranges markedly

from 600 m to .3500 m. Habitats within the study area

include glaciers, mountains, alpine and subalpine meadows,

wet meadows, and forests dominated by coniferous and

mixed life forms (Achuff, 1994).

Data

Landsat-7 ETM+ image data (path 45, row 23) of the

study area were acquired on 19 October 1999 and converted

to top-of-atmosphere reflectance (Han et al., 2007). To

extract edges, wombling was performed on the wetness

component of a tasselled cap transformation (TCT) (Kauth

and Thomas, 1976). TCT for Landsat data is often used in

mapping changes in land cover because of its capacity to

detect changes in vegetation (Healey et al., 2005; Jin and

Figure 1. Wombling is calculated across a 2 6 2 kernel moved

across a regular lattice dataset. The value of m at the centre of

the 2 6 2 window is the slope of the bilinear function generated

for that kernel, calculated as described in Equations (1)–(3).
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Sader, 2005). The TCT wetness component was selected for

wombling because of its relationship to soil and plant

moisture (Crist and Cicone, 1984) and vegetation structure

(Cohen et al., 1995). Changes in the structure and maturity

of closed canopy forest stands can therefore be identified

using the TCT wetness component (Cohen et al., 1995). The

study area is rather heterogeneous. The continuous nature

of the TCT wetness is expected to allow for the detection of

sharp edges between distinct features as well as more subtle

edges within broad land cover classes without requiring any

prior class-based stratification of the land base.

Edges identified in a land cover classification were also

investigated to compare our continuous wombling measures

with those derived from spatial clustering. The Earth

Observation for Sustainable Development of Forests

product (EOSD) is a 25 m resolution land cover map of

the entire forested area of Canada representing circa year

2000 conditions (Wulder et al., 2008b). The EOSD follows a

closed hierarchical legend of up to 23 classes, which can be

simplified to a number of levels. This land cover product

was used to provide a classification from which to compute

indices of landscape pattern (Wulder et al., 2008a) and to

investigate the links between edge contrast and the land

cover classes present. Two thematic resolutions of the

classification were used, described as levels 4 and 2 in Table

2. Hereafter, classification level 2 is indicative of general

land cover class (i.e., forest–non-forest), and level 4 relates a

more detailed cover-type level characterization (e.g., water,

shrub, conifer).

Methods

Wombling was performed on the wetness component of a

TCT of a Landsat-7 ETM+ image. To align the wombling

products with the original imagery, the image data were

resampled from 30 m cells to 15 m cells using cubic

convolution. As the wombling outputs are shifted by half a

pixel in the x and y direction, this resampling facilitates

comparison between the wombling output and land cover

derived edges. The resulting raster datasets of edge contrast

and orientation were then resampled back to the original

input resolution of 30 m using the same methods. Boundary

elements were identified by separating the wombling

contrast values into deciles. The top four deciles were

investigated, rather than the top-most decile, to characterize

weak as well as strong edges (hereafter, these are referred to

as high-, medium-, medium–low-, and low-contrast edges).

Although all deciles could have been summarized, the

results from analysis of the lower deciles proved incon-

sequential and were subsequently removed. Following

Barbujani et al. (1989), boundary elements were identified

as edges if the cell’s edge contrast was in one of the top four

deciles, and if a surrounding cell had equal or higher

wombling contrast and was oriented in the same direction,

plus or minus 30u. The result of this processing is an output

lattice with a resolution equal to that of the input lattice,

with four classes of edge contrast. The wombling outputs

were thus raster datasets of edge contrast and edge

orientation and a raster image describing the location and

class of boundary elements. The edge-contrast and orienta-

tion rasters were used to attribute transitions in the EOSD

product, and both image-wide edge contrast and boundary

elements were compared with landscape pattern indices.

Prior to extracting edges from the EOSD classification

product, the land cover product was resampled from 25 m

to 30 m using a nearest neighbour algorithm to match the

Figure 2. Location of the study area in the foothills of the Rocky

Mountains of south-central Alberta, Canada. Inset of Landsat-7

Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) image, path 44 and

row 23, centred at 53.1uN, 116.3uW.

Table 2. Reclassification of EOSD into forest,

non-forest, and other.

Level 4 Level 2

Shadow Other

Cloud Other

No data Other

Water Other

Snow–ice Other

Rock–rubble Other

Exposed land Non-forest

Wetland shrub Non-forest

Wetland herb Non-forest

Wetland treed Forest

Conifer Forest

Broadleaf Forest

Mixed wood Forest

Shrub Non-forest

Herb Non-forest

Bryoid Non-forest
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resolution of the wombling datasets. Wombled edge

contrast and orientation values were extracted from the

pixels at transitions between EOSD land cover classes to

evaluate the relationship between edge contrast and edge

type. Each cell in the input EOSD dataset was given a

transition value based on the surrounding cells in a 3 6 3

moving window. A Rook’s case window was used, where

neighbouring cells with a full shared edge with the central

cell were considered, and those on the diagonals were

ignored (see grey cells in Figure 3). If the kernel contained

homogeneous values, the transition retained its original land

cover value. If there was heterogeneity, a transition value

was given listing the unique values inside the window. Only

transitions containing two land cover classes were retained

because of the complex ecological nature of higher

transitions. Such higher order transitions were extremely

rare; see Table 3 for a breakdown of all transitions in the

study area. For instance, over 60% of the image is

homogeneous within a 3 6 3 kernel, and nearly 30% of

the image contains transitions between two classes. Transi-

tions between three classes occur in only 6% of the kernels.

The results of the transition extraction are a series of

categorical transitions labelling the EOSD classes that

adjoin within the window. Level 4 (analogous to cover

type; Table 2) (see Wulder and Nelson, 2003) of the EOSD

classification was used to label transitions.

For each EOSD land cover transition, the underlying

wombling contrast and orientation values were extracted

and summary statistics (mean and standard deviation (sd))

were calculated. Values were extracted by masking edge

contrast and orientation using all four levels of boundary

elements. For each EOSD transition, edge contrast and

orientation were extracted from directly underneath the

transition; the same was done for homogeneous areas.

The LPI edge density was calculated over 990 m 6 990 m

(33 cells 6 33 cells) extents using the level 2 EOSD

classification (Table 2) for comparison with wombling

values. This extent was chosen because it approximates

the 1 km extents used in previous studies investigating forest

fragmentation, is similar to the 1 km products produced

nationally in Canada (Wulder et al., 2008a), and enables

capture of landscape conditions. The minimum, maximum,

mean, and coefficient of variation of wombling edge con-

trast were calculated, as well as boundary element density,

for each 990 m 6 990 m LPI landscape and correlated with

the LPI edge density. Landscapes were stratified by

dominant land cover to investigate whether wombling

performed better or worse depending on land cover.

Results

The classes present in the EOSD classification at two

levels of categorical detail are presented in Table 2, with the

greater class detail (level 4) used to show class transitions

and a hierarchically aggregated level 2 that is used as an

input to generate the LPI edge density. The frequency of

class transitions is shown in Table 3; over 60% of the pixels

in the study area were in homogeneous locations, that is,

with like-class neighbours. Two-class transitions were found

for approximately 30% of the pixels, and the remaining 7%

contained juxtapositions of three or more classes within a

Rook’s case kernel. Additional detail on the transitions

present and the edge contrast at these locations is presented

in Table 4. The most frequent transitions were with the

conifer class (e.g., 25% of transitions were between

coniferous forests and wetlands, and 20% between conifer-

ous and broadleaf forests) due to its overall prevalence

within the study area. This land cover class also exhibited

some of the strongest transitions in terms of edge contrast: two

of the three highest mean contrast values found with this class

were for conifer to herb and shrub classes. The standard

deviation of edge contrast values is also shown in Table 4,

revealing high variability of contrast values for given class

transition pairs. Additional detail regarding the contrast of

wetness values for given class pairs is presented in Figure 4,

where conifer to broadleaf transitions are shown to have had a

low contrast and a relatively limited variance in values.

Alternately, the contrast between exposed land and herb

classes was of variable strength with a high standard deviation.

As a complement to the edge contrast values, edge

orientation results are presented in Figure 5. Edge orienta-

tions were highly variable within transition types, and there

Figure 3. EOSD transitions are defined for each cell in the input

dataset according to the surrounding cells in a 3 6 3 moving

window. For our study, transitions involving more than two

vegetation classes were ignored due to the inherent ecological

complexity.

Table 3. Transition occurrence, noting the frequency over the study

area of differing class juxtapositions.

Transition count

Frequency over

study area (%)

Homogeneous 47 956 087 63.23

Two classes 12 301 410 30.58

Three classes 2 387 961 5.94

Four classes 102 936 0.26

Five classes 267 0.00
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were no clear differences in edge orientation between

transitions. However, there was a tendency for edges to

have a northerly direction.

Comparisons were made between LPI edge density and

wombling contrast and boundary element density in

990 m 6 990 m landscapes (Table 5). The correlation

between high-contrast boundary element density and LPI

edge density was r2 5 0.173 across the study area; however,

correlation values increased with the inclusion of the weaker

boundary elements (up to r2 5 0.27 with the inclusion of all

boundary elements) and decreased to a low r2 5 0.118 when

edge contrast from all pixels was considered (Table 5).

Stratifying by land cover (Table 6) caused some of the

relationships between wombled edge contrast and edge

density to increase in strength, up to an r2 5 0.48 for the

coniferous dense class.

Edge and boundary element densities were also general-

ized into ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ edginess classes (density greater

or less than 1 sd from the mean, respectively) for these

990 m 6 990 m landscapes. A confusion matrix was

generated to measure agreement between edge density and

wombling boundary element density and to identify areas

where the two metrics were different; see Table 7 for the

matrix and Figure 7 for a map of the resulting classification.

There was strong agreement (76%) between the two methods

at identifying landscapes with high and low edge densities.

Table 4. Mean wombling contrast and percent of transitions.

Exposed Shrubs Wetland Herbs Conifer Broadleaf

Exposed 10.990¡10.350 0.84% 0.20% 3.51% 1.51% 0.17%

Shrubs 9.312¡8.075 5.347¡4.556 1.03% 5.16% 7.47% 1.96%

Wetland 5.657¡5.122 5.133¡3.956 3.572¡2.945 4.67% 25.20% 7.83%

Herbs 9.259¡8.668 6.541¡5.503 5.773¡4.288 4.580¡4.400 5.59% 8.23%

Conifer 4.990¡5.936 4.847¡4.434 3.840¡3.246 5.626¡4.968 2.403¡2.496 20.21%

Broadleaf 6.058¡5.038 5.045¡3.774 4.380¡3.178 5.432¡3.926 3.792¡3.113 3.969¡2.896

Note: Values above the diagonal represent transition occurrence values, values below the diagonal indicate wombling contrast ¡ sd, and diagonal values
represent mean contrast for homogeneous areas. The totals do not sum to 100 because the no-data and water classes are excluded.

Figure 4. Histograms of edge contrast for two land cover transitions: coniferous to broadleaf

and exposed land to herbs.
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Discussion

Transitions between land cover classes within the EOSD

dataset were attributed with wombled edge contrast and

orientation to assess the between- and within-transition

class variation (see Table 4 for a breakdown of transition

occurrence and edge contrast). Recall that low contrast

values indicate weak land cover transitions, and high

contrast values indicate strong transitions. Each transition

shows heterogeneous contrasts and orientations, highlight-

ing the variability of edges within the EOSD transitions. If

we look at the contrast values, we can see that the transition

between coniferous and deciduous forests, a common

transition that accounted for 20% of all the transitions

within the study area, had one of the lowest edge contrasts,

namely 3.792 ¡ 3.113 (mean ¡ sd). This is to be expected,

given the spectral variable from which edge contrast was

computed and the relative subtlety of a transition from

coniferous to broadleaf forest. Compare this to the

transition between exposed land and herbs, which repre-

sented 3.5% of all transitions and had mean ¡ sd edge

contrast of 9.259 ¡ 8.668. Again, this is to be expected.

Figure 5. Polar plot of wombling orientation in select land cover transitions.

Table 5. Correlations (r2) between LPI edge density and wombling contrast values.

Mean wombling High contrast

High and medium

contrast

High, medium, and

medium–low contrast

All four boundary element

contrasts

Edge density 0.117688 0.173487 0.251371 0.266576 0.274901

Table 6. Correlation between edge density from LPI and average

wombling contrast across 990 m landscapes, stratified by dominant

land cover class.

EOSD land cover Correlation, r2 p

Coniferous dense 0.482 ,0.001

Rock–rubble 0.208 ,0.001

Shrub tall 0.390 ,0.001

Herbs 0.237 ,0.001

Wetland shrub 0.318 ,0.001

Shrub low 0.027 0.004

Broadleaf dense 0.298 0.417

Broadleaf open 0.016 0.818

Table 7. Confusion matrix comparing edge density and wombling

boundary element (BE) density.

Edge density
Row-wise %

disagreementHigh Low

Wombling BE density

High 1466 974 0.399

Low 371 2802 0.116

Column-wise % disagreement 0.202 0.258

Overall agreement 0.760

Note: High values are those greater than 1 sd, and low values are those
less than –1 sd.
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Exposed land is much drier and thus much brighter in the

mid-infrared (MIR), yielding much lower wetness values

than those from vegetated pixels. However, edge contrasts

for this transition were highly variable, which may be due to

subpixel mixing with bare ground, species composition and

associated spectral differences, differences in microclimate,

topographic position, and soil type leading to differences in

foliar moisture, degree of plant senescence, etc. Histograms

of edge contrast for these two transitions are presented in

Figure 4. These specific examples, as well as all of the

transition-edge contrast information presented in Table 4,

highlight the dramatic differences in edge contrast between

the EOSD transitions and the variation within both

individual transition types and homogeneously classified

areas.

As with edge contrast, the wombling edge orientation

attribute was highly variable. Although no significant trends

were found, the variability in the orientation of transitions is

important, as it shows the heterogeneous nature of the edges

detected through wombling (see Figure 5 for the range of

orientations observed in representative transitions). For

example, the cloud to shadow transition showed a strong

tendency for northeast-oriented edges, as would be driven

by sun–surface–sensor geometry. The capture of the

directionality of cloud to shadow transitions with a

physically based tendency builds confidence in the robust-

ness of the orientation values generated. In other study

areas where topographic or wind regimes impact pattern,

stronger directional trends are anticipated.

The variation in wombling values for the EOSD

transitions indicates that wombling can be used as a local

measure of edge, providing a complete, spatial product of

edge contrast and orientation for every location within a

landscape; however, it is not limited to local analyses.

Wombling can be used to generate landscape measures of

fragmentation, such as mean edge contrast or boundary

element density within a landscape, that are commensurate

with traditional landscape pattern indexes such as edge

densities derived from land cover classifications. LPI edge

density was more strongly related to mean edge contrast

when considering only boundary elements (those continu-

ous edges with edge strength in the top 40th percentile)

rather than all pixels within a landscape. The agreement

between high-contrast edge strengths at the landscape scale

and edge density illustrates that stronger edges are captured

preferentially with the LPI and that a greater range of

conditions are captured with wombling. When stratified by

dominant land cover class (Table 6), correlation values

increased substantially for certain land covers.

One might expect to observe a correlation between

boundary elements and edge density, since both TCT

wetness and the forest–non-forest classification from which

edge density was calculated are sensitive to the presence–

absence of forest. However, wombling of the TCT wetness

component will also detect edges that are concealed within

the broad forest–non-forest classes. Conversely, wombling

may identify weak edges in areas of high edge density if

there are many forest–shrub or forest–herb boundaries.

Figure 6. Map of edge density and wombling comparison indicating locations of disagreement between metrics.
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These will be noted as strong, abrupt edges in the land cover

map but may only be moderate-contrast edges on the basis

of the TCT wetness component because they are all

transitions between types of green vegetation. Figure 6

provides an example, where location A (marked on the edge

density map) appears homogeneous in the binary forest–

non-forest classification, has a low edge density, and

includes high wombling values. When represented with

binary data, the variability provided by the wombling

approach is lost.

There was strong agreement between edge density and

boundary element density when aggregating both measures

into broad classes (i.e., high versus low). Situations where

the two methods fail to agree are instructive. For example,

the mountains in the southwest corner of the study area

(Figure 7) are classified as high wombling but low edge

density. This occurs due to the reflectance differences

between snow–ice, which is dark in the MIR and thus has

high TCT wetness, and barren rock, which has high MIR

reflectance and low TCT wetness; this combination causes

notable differences in reflectance values, which lead to high

wombling values. Conversely, the forest–non-forest clas-

sification identifies almost all of this as non-forest, leading

to low LPI edge density. Less common are areas with low

densities of strong, wombling-derived boundary elements

but high edge densities from the forest–non-forest clas-

sification. This can occur when adjacent forest and non-

forest areas are spectrally similar. Alternatively, wombling

will produce false negatives where image values produce

saddle points. The first partial derivative is zero at saddle

Figure 7. Comparison of forest–non-forest classification, edge density derived from the classification, and

corresponding wombling contrast values.
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points, indicating no edge, despite heterogeneity in the

values within the 2 6 2 kernel. Strictly speaking, this will

only occur when the pixel values in opposite corners are

equivalent (i.e., in Equation (1), Za 5 Zc ? Zb 5 Zd, which

is especially problematic when Za and Zc are dramatically

different from Zb and Zd) and is thus expected to be

relatively rare in an image of continuous values. However,

near-saddle points may occur in highly heterogeneous areas

(i.e., Za < Zc and is very different from Zb < Zd), giving

low wombling strengths that fail to be classified as

boundary elements. The frequency of such situations bears

further investigation.

Another consideration is that while wombling was

performed on the wetness component of the TCT, the land

cover classification used to delineate spatially clustered

edges was derived using all six of the Landsat optical bands

and a texture index (Wulder et al., 2008b). The two edge

detection methods will thus necessarily be sensitive to

different properties and may consequently detect different

edges. A single index will never adequately capture all of the

information present in a multiband image. The wetness

component was chosen here because it is physically based,

interpretable, and sensitive to edges of interest (e.g., those

along forest harvest blocks). Wombling has recently been

extended to the multivariate domain (Crida and Manel,

2007). Multivariate wombling may provide a more complete

description of all edges and edge types within a landscape

and should be applied to multiple spectral bands or image

products.

The comparison of wombling and the LPI edge density

has identified that, although there may be areas where these

two metrics vary, by and large they consistently identify

areas of edge in the broad sense. Both methods generally

agree on areas of ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ edginess, despite having

relatively low correlations when continuous comparisons

were performed. However, lost in these comparisons is the

local aspect of wombling. As LPI edge density was

calculated on 990 m 6 990 m landscapes, there are 1089

(33 6 33) individual wombling values in each landscape (see

Figure 8 for a visual comparison). In this way, wombling

can provide local measures of individual edges and can be

aggregated into landscape-level edge metrics, thereby

providing a complement to current edge detection meth-

odologies. Aggregating wombling values could be used as a

measure of edge variability in areas appearing homogeneous

when represented with binary forest–non-forest values.

Figure 8. Comparison of LPI edge density and wombling values indicating the local nature of wombling boundary elements.
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Investigating comparisons against other edge detection

techniques was considered; however, creating a system

where multiple techniques of edge detection were compared

was not our goal in this paper. Rather, the focus was on

what additional details can be gained from a novel

application of wombling to remotely sensed data. In doing

so, a test, to some extent, of wombling against edge

detection by spatial clustering is presented. Extreme

variation in wombled edge strengths was found not only

for any given transition type (i.e., at spatial clustered edges),

but also within areas that the land cover classification

designates as homogeneous (i.e., at areas not identified as

edges by spatial clustering) (Table 4). Further, Table 4

reveals that, in large part, edge contrast values are similar

between patch edges and patch interiors from spatial

clustering, suggesting that spatial clustering and wombling

are not likely to agree on the location of edges. If it is true

that edge location is highly dependent on the method used

to delineate edges, it is most appropriate to use multiple

techniques in concert, to supplement and inform upon each

other, as undertaken in this paper. Furthermore, the

comparisons of edge density with wombled edge contrast

(Tables 5 and 6) and boundary element density (Table 7)

show (albeit aspatially at the level of the 990 m landscapes)

that, although wombling and spatial clustering do broadly

agree about regions of high and low edginess, there is

considerable scatter in the relationship, again pointing out

that wombling and spatial clustering provide different views

of a landscape.

Conclusion

Edges play an important role in many ecological systems

and are becoming increasingly important as anthropogenic

and natural disturbances alter natural environments.

Traditional edge detection (spatial clustering) and quan-

tification techniques (landscape pattern indices) are bene-

ficial in identifying areas of fragmentation; however, local

detail is missed and only the presence–absence or abundance

of edges is characterized, ignoring important edge char-

acteristics such as contrast and orientation. Extension of

edge effects to landscape models has been limited to date, in

part because of a lack of simple, spatial, quantitative

measures of edge contrast and orientation.

Once edges are identified, the addition of unique and

novel information, such as edge contrast and orientation,

can be derived. For example, all transition types in our

study were shown to have a large distribution of contrast

values, indicating there is potential to further stratify edges

by additional characteristics. As well, areas were found that

have high edge density from landscape pattern indices

calculated on a forest–non-forest classification but low

wombling contrast values. This indicates that wombling

values could be used to inform on the degree of contrast

between forest and non-forest classes, providing useful

ecological information.

Wombling is not a replacement for spatial clustering edge

detection, rather wombling provides useful, complementary

information. For example, edge type and edge contrast can

and should be used together to drive ecological studies.

Most extant studies of edge contrast confound contrast with

edge type (e.g., hard and soft edges are formed by different

land cover types). However, the wide range of wombling

edge contrast values obtained here between particular edge

types shows that this is not necessarily the case. Land cover

maps and wombled edge contrasts can be used in concert to

sample edge type and edge contrast, eliminating this

possible shortcoming and allowing the separation of effects

of adjoining habitat quality (edge type) and edge contrast.

The methods described in this paper document that

quantitative measures of edge contrast and orientation can

be generated with straightforward, objective, automated

procedures and used to augment traditional edge detection

methods, providing additional insight into what is becoming

an increasingly important area of study. By characterizing

the contrast of a number of land cover transitions and

identifying areas in which wombling provides new and

different information from that of other edge detection

methods, we have identified a number of key areas where

wombling can be fundamental in classifying and modeling

ecological processes.
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